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ABSTRACT 

The study was a goal-free evaluation of the impact of a professional development 

program created at the University of Wisconsin-Stout as part of the National Center for 

Engineering and Technology Education. Five teachers, one teacher intern, and one 

student teacher were interviewed for the program evaluation. The study included three 

research questions: What impact did the professional development have on the teachers' 

thinking? What impact did the professional development have on the teachers' 

curriculum? What impact did the professional development have on the students? 

A qualitative method was used to conduct the study, which included a one-hour 

open-ended interview of each participant. The interviews were recorded and transcribed. 

The transcripts were analyzed for themes relating to the professional development's 

impact on teachers' thinking, curriculum, and students. The themes relating to the impact 

on the teachers' thinking included the benefit of collegiality, the development of new 

knowledge, an overall enjoyment of the experience, and suggestions for improvement. 
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The themes relating to the impact on the teachers' curriculum included: the addition of 

new content to existing curriculum, a concern of time, the impact of laboratory 

equipment, and the impact of the course in which they chose to implement the 

professional development project. The themes relating to the impact on students 

included: a more complete picture of manufacturing, exposure to technical knowledge not 

normally available, and an overall enjoyment of the experience. 

It was determined; the NCETE professional development conducted at UW-Stout 

successfully helped teachers infuse engineering concepts into their existing curriculum 

without "turning off' students to technology education. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

Introduction 

Professional development is one of the few formal ways that teachers continually 

update their knowledge related to teaching in their field. The amount of research on the 

effectiveness ofprofessional development has increased in recent years. As a result of 

the increased interest in studying the effectiveness of professional development, a number 

of "best practices" for professional development have begun to emerge (Desimone, 

Porter, Garet, Yoon, & Birman 2002; Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman, & Yoon, 2001; 

Hill, 2004; Kennedy, 1999; Loucks-Horsley, Stiles, & Hewson, 1996). 

However, critics such as Hill (2004) and Kennedy (1999) have begun to question 

the validity of the claims of best practices in professional development. Much of the 

criticism stems from the lack of research to support such claims. Research conducted on 

the thought processes of teachers demonstrates the complexity of teaching, making it 

difficult to generalize the effect of professional development (Carpenter, Fennema, 

Peterson, Chiang, & Loef, 1989). 

One of the goals of the National Center for Engineering and Technology 

Education (NCETE), funded by the National Science Foundation, is to "infuse 

engineering content design, problem solving, and analytical skills into technology 

education and to increase the quality, quantity, and diversity of engineering and 

technology educators" (NCETE, Goal and Approach section, n.d.). One approach of 

NCETE was to have the five Technology Teacher Education (TTE) programs at the 
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partner universities to conduct professional development focused around introducing 

"teachers to engineering content and design, problem solving, an analytical skills" 

(NCETE, Renewing 9-12 section, n.d.b). 

The TTE program at the University of Wisconsin-Stout was one of the five 

partner universities involved in NCETE. The University ofWisconsin-Stout's TTE 

program invited teachers from four high schools in Wisconsin and one high school in 

Minnesota to participate in a professional development experience in 2005. During the 

initial year the teachers and university faculty met to discuss the goal of creating a 

professional development workshop focused around implementing a pre-engineering 

curriculum with a lean manufacturing focus into existing high school technology 

education programs. During the summer of 2005 the university held a workshop for the 

technology teachers at the five partner high schools. The technology teachers then 

implemented the lean manufacturing curriculum into their existing programs during the 

fall semester of 2005. 

During the second year of the NCETE pre-engineering professional development 

project at the University of Wisconsin-Stout, teachers from six additional high schools 

were invited to participate. Based on the experience of the first year of the NCETE 

professional development project and feedback from these teachers who participated, the 

Technology Teacher Education program conducted a second summer workshop in 2006. 

The 2006 summer workshop focused on helping teachers understand the concepts 

of engineering and lean manufacturing through guest lecturers, a factory tour, listening to 

stories from teachers who implemented the professional development project during the 

first year, and participating in activities which could be implemented in their classroom. 
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The focus of lean manufacturing revolved around a wooden toy train. Each high school 

had to mass-produce 50 identical cars for and, ship them to, each ofthe other high 

schools. When all eight cars, one from each of the high schools that participated, were 

joined together they formed a wooden toy train. 

In order to mass-produce the train cars, the students were supposed to determine 

the production and assembly process, design jigs and fixtures to increase precision and 

accuracy, and to ensure statistical process control and statistical quality control. 

Statement ofthe Problem 

Little is known about the impact on teachers' thinking, curriculum, and students 

as a result of providing professional development through a summer workshop for 

teachers in technology education. As such, a goal-free investigation into the merits of 

professional development experience was needed. 

Research Question 

What was the impact of the lean manufacturing professional development project, 

conducted by the Technology Teacher Education program at the University of 

Wisconsin-Stout on the teachers' thinking? 

What was the impact of the lean manufacturing professional development project 

conducted by the Technology Teacher Education program at the University of 

Wisconsin-Stout on the curriculum? 

What was the impact of the lean manufacturing professional development project 

conducted by the Technology Teacher Education program at the University of 

Wisconsin-Stout on the students? 
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Limitations 

•	 The study was limited by the nature of qualitative research's inability to 

generalize based on inferential statistics. 

•	 There were only eight high schools in the lean manufacturing professional 

development project. Of the eight high schools, the teachers at two high 

schools chose not to participate in the study. 

•	 The study only consisted of interviews; it did not include observations, 

document reviews or subservient triangulation. 

•	 The study was based on the narrative perspectives of the teachers and did not 

include student perspectives or a formal assessment of students' learning. 

•	 The data from the interviews was analyzed and coded by the individual 

researcher, thus allowing for potential bias. 

•	 The researcher was a participant in the first and second year of the NCETE 

professional development project; however, the researcher did not participate 

in the implementation of the professional development project the second year 

(the year of the study). 

Terms 

Dr. Rothaupt's PowerPoint: Taught the basic principles behind tool design, the 

purpose of tooling, the difference between jigs and fixtures, the definition of 

allowance and tolerance, the difference between precision and accuracy, the idea 

of 12 degrees of freedom and 3-2-1, and clamping. 

Jigs: A devise that guides a cutting tool (i.e. drill bit) into a workpiece (i.e. wood). 
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Fixtures: A devise that holds the workpiece in position while it is brought into
 

contact with a cutting tool.
 

Lean Manufacturing: Engineering efficiency within the manufacturing process,
 

thereby reducing waste (i.e., time, material, energy, etc).
 

Statistical Process Control (SPC): Statistical data used to control the quality of the
 

manufacturing process.
 

Statistical Quality Control (SQC): Using statistical data to assure the quality of
 

parts.
 

Tooling: A device used to assist in the production of parts, by increasing precision
 

and accuracy, increasing efficiency, or increasing operator safety (i.e., jigs and
 

fixtures).
 

Teacher thinking: The thoughts of the teachers who participated in this study
 

relative to their experience participating in the professional development and
 

implementation of the professional development project.
 

3-2-1: The idea that an object rests on three points of contact in the first plane, two
 

points of contact in the second plane, and one point of contact in the third plane.
 

Methodology 

The study was a goal-free evaluation of the NCETE professional development 

project as experienced by the teachers who participated in it. A qualitative method of 

research was used to conduct the evaluation. The researcher conducted an approximately 

one-hour open-ended interview with each of the participants. All the interviews were 

conducted over the phone, with the exception of one in-person interview. The interviews 
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were recorded with an audio recorder and transcribed into text. The transcripts were then 

analyzed for emerging themes. 
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CHAPTER TWO
 

Literature Review
 

Goal Free Evaluation 

Goal-free evaluation is a form of evaluation that was conceived by Scriven (1972, cited 

in Patton, 2002). He argued for need to not limit the researcher to study only the outcomes 

measured by the goals of the program. The theory behind goal-free evaluation is that goals are 

merely rhetoric and often do not connect the actual outcomes of a program. In conducting a 

goal-free evaluation, the researcher intentionally ignores the stated goals ofthe program to study 

the actual outcomes (Fitzpatrick, Sanders, & Worthen, 2004; Krathwohl, 1980; Patton, 2002). 

Qualitative Research 

Qualitative research was born out of positivistic research as a result of philosophers such 

as Wilhem Dilthey, of Germany, who believed that unlike the physical sciences, which studied 

inanimate objects, the social sciences studied human beings with all oftheir complexities. 

Therefore, the purpose of qualitative research is to determine meaning and understanding 

through observation or interpretation of text (Smith, 1999). 

Participant selection for a qualitative study is based on whether or not a participant can 

add value to the understanding of the phenomenon being studied, not by selecting a 

representative sample based on demographics from a defined population (Morse, 1998). A type 

of population selection used in qualitative research is a total population selection. A total 

population selection is used when the research believes that the uniqueness of all participants 

will add value to the study (Morse, 1989). 

A qualitative interview allows participants to describe, in their own words, what their 

experience was in being a part of the phenomenon, while at the same time allowing the 
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researcher to ask follow up questions for further clarity. In contrast to an interview, a survey 

does not allow the researcher to ask the participant to expand on an idea or to clarify a 

description if it is not fully understood by the researcher. The nature of an interview allows for 

audible and visual cues exhibited by the participants as they answer questions that would not be 

included on a written survey (Patton, 2002). 

An open-ended or unstructured interview allows participants to describe what they think 

and feel about the phenomenon. However, a closed-ended or fully structured survey allows the 

researcher to require the participant to select one of the predetermined answers to questions 

regarding the phenomenon and forces the participant to artificially fit their understanding of their 

experience into the researcher's descriptions (Patton, 2002; Smith, 1999; Swanson & Chapman, 

1994). 

The semi-structured interview approach involves using an interview guide while 

conducting the conversational (open-ended) interview (Patton, 2002). As described above, the 

open-ended interview approach allows participants the freedom to describe their personal 

experiences with the phenomenon. The use of an interview guide assists the researcher in asking 

similar, follow-up, or probing questions of all the participants. 

Teacher Thinking 

The decision-making process of how teachers use knowledge is extremely complex. 

When teachers are provided with new information through professional development, a whole 

host of factors impact what information the teacher will ultimately use in their classroom. Some 

factors that impact the teacher's decisions are the teacher's prior knowledge of the content, the 

teacher's prior beliefs about pedagogy and student learning, and the teacher's philosophical 

beliefs about their subject matter (Davis & Krajcik, 2005). 
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Teachers will only use new strategies or content in their classrooms if they believe, or it 

has been proven, they will work to improve student performance. If teachers are unable to see 

the benefit for implementing new content, teachers will not implement it (Guskey, 1986). 

Andragogy 

"Andragogy" is the term created by Alexander Knapp in 1833 and introduced to the 

United States by Malcolm Knowles in 1968 to distinguish the art and science of teaching adults 

from pedagogy, the art and science of teaching children (Smith, 1996; 1999; Hiemstra & Sisco, 

1990). The reason some believe there is a need to distinguish adult learning from child learning 

is that adults are self-directed, have more experiences to draw on, are focused on improving their 

stature in society, seek learning opportunities that have an immediate impact on their lives, and 

are internally motivated to learn (Smith, 1996; 1999). 

Critics of andragogy do not believe adult learning is distinctively different from child 

learning. Critics contend, although adults have had more experiences than children, it does not 

diminish the importance ofthe child's experience on learning. Critics contend that the premise 

adults have a desire to learn because they have to fulfill a social need, neglects the idea of 

learning for enjoyment. Finally, critics contend that if observable differences do exist between 

adult learners and child learners it is more likely a result of conditioning the learner through 

formal schooling (Smith, 1996; 1999). 

Learning 

Research indicates people draw on their prior experiences in order to understand new 

concepts. In addition to prior experiences, students may have misconceptions, which need to be 

addressed in order for a contrary idea to be accepted (Confrey, 1990; National Research Council 

[NRC], 2000). Students come to the classroom with pre-conceived ideas about the world around 
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them. These pre-conceived ideas must be addressed in order for learning to be built on top of 

students' worldly views. Teachers must be actively engaged in their students' thinking and assist 

them in making connections between their preconceived ideas and the content that they are 

trying to teach (NRC, 2000). 

One way teachers can help students overcome their misconceptions is by helping them 

pave the bridge between their misconceptions and their correct preconceived ideas to form a 

unified correct understanding of the content. Another way teachers can assist students in 

overcoming their misconceptions is by providing demonstrations that directly challenge their 

ideas, while allowing them an opportunity to discuss this conflict (NRC, 2000). 

Different students attending the same lesson can leave with completely different 

understandings of what was taught, not because of differences in their ability, but rather because 

of how they engaged in the activities or lessons (Alton-Lee, 2006). The way in which students 

view their own learning has as much impact on developing knowledge as the formal curriculum 

(Alton-Lee, 2006). Therefore, schools and classrooms need to establish an environment where 

students' positive ideas about their own learning abilities are fostered and protected (NRC, 

2000). 

An important component of learning is the ability of the learner to transfer their 

knowledge to new situations. The idea of transfer is in contrast to memorization, which merely 

asks a learner to repeat previously taught facts (NRC, 2000). Transfer can be facilitated when the 

content is taught in multiple contexts while allowing learners to be able to see how the content 

applies to situations other than the one in which it was taught. Additionally, helping learners 

develop metacognition, the ability to reflect on their own learning, can increase their ability to 
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transfer knowledge (Bransford, & Schwartz, 1999). Teachers should help learners develop 

metacognition in order to take control of their own learning (NRC, 2000). 

Learning most often occurs in a social environment where the interactions of the 

members affect the learning of the individual (Salomon, & Perkins, 1998). Schools and 

classrooms need to establish a community-centered learning environment where cooperative 

learning is promoted. A rich community-centered environment encourages its members to 

challenge each other to learn more. Therefore, it is important that schools and classrooms are set 

up to be a learning centered environment where students' diverse backgrounds are considered 

(NRC, 2000). 

According to the research, there is not one best practice for teaching all content. Hands

on learning, a traditional method for teaching Technology Education, can help learners 

contextualize new knowledge; however, hands-on learning cannot alone produce the conceptual 

understanding to assist in generalization (NRC, 2000). 

Knowledge is gained easiest when it is taught in a context familiar to the learner. 

Contextual learning can also help with the ability to transfer the new knowledge to new 

situations (NRC, 2000). 

Professional Development 

Research on the effectiveness of professional development has increased in recent years. 

Some research has suggested a variety of ideas for "best practice" or "high quality" professional 

development. The existing literature on professional development suggests "best practices" for 

professional development include: a focus on content, engaging teachers in active learning, a 

coherence of the professional development and other learning activities, teachers working 

together from common communities, and the inclusion of teachers in the planning of 
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professional development (Desimone, Porter, Garet, Yoon, & Birman 2002; Garet, Porter, 

Desimone, Birman, & Yoon, 2001; Hill, 2004; Kennedy, 1999; Loucks-Horsley, Stiles, & 

Hewson, 1996). 

However, some critics question the validity of the proclaimed standards to 'best 

practices' in professional development based on the lack of systematic research on whether or 

not the use of those standards can determine if a professional development is good or bad (Hill, 

2004). For example, in Kennedy's (1999) research of93 studies ofprofessional development in 

the content areas of science and mathematics, only ten studies included evidence of the benefit of 

the professional development on students. 

One reason for the difficulty of researchers to pin down the specifics that determine good 

quality professional development is the complex nature of teaching. Each teacher is uniquely 

different, bringing with them their own set of prior experiences, beliefs, and knowledge, drawn 

upon, in enormously diverse ways, to solve the day-to-day challenges of teaching (Carpenter, 

Fennema, Peterson, Chiang, & Loef, 1989; Hegarty, 2000; Fennema, Carpenter, Franke, Levi, 

Jacobs, & Empson, 1996). 

In addition, the lack of evidence supporting most professional development and the 

nature of the individuality of teaching, professional development is often viewed with skepticism 

by teachers, viewing it as being irrelevant and out of touch with what goes on in the classroom. 

Teachers' skepticism is not without merit; oftentimes, professional development is conducted by 

individuals outside the classroom, focused on a small nuance of teaching, and often in violation 

of the basic principles of learning (Putnam & Barko, 2000). 

Professional development opportunities often are not learner centered; teachers are 

expected to follow the agenda of the organizer's predetermined schedule of learning 
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opportunities. Further, professional development workshops are not assessment centered, as 

teachers do not have the opportunity to assess their level of implementation. In addition, 

professional development programs are often not knowledge centered, leaving teachers to 

wonder how this new knowledge will fit into their teaching practice. Professional development 

programs are often not community centered, leaving teachers isolated in their attempt to 

implement the professional development (NRC, 2000). 

Teachers' beliefs about the subject in which they teach affects their decision-making 

process and has a definite impact on how and what they teach (Hegarty, 2000). Some research 

suggests that professional development focused on a specific content area, such as lean 

manufacturing, is more successful at developing students' conceptual understanding than 

professional development focused on management strategies or general pedagogy (Desimone, et 

aI., 2002; Garet, et aI., 200 I; Hill, 2004). In their research, Desimone, et al. (2002) found that 

professional development that engages teachers in active learning improves the overall quality of 

professional development. Research conducted by Fennema et al. (1996) also suggests that 

increasing teachers' subject matter content knowledge helps teachers become more aware of 

their students learning. Additionally, Fennema et al. (1996) suggests that increasing teachers' 

understanding of their content area will assist them in reflecting on their teaching and their effect 

on the learning process. 

Researchers are only just beginning to understand how teachers learn from professional 

development programs and how the teacher's professional development experience can impact 

student learning (Borko, 2004; Fishman, Marx, Best, & Tal, 2003). Nuthall (1974, p. 3) is 

quoted in Alton-Lee (2006): "It should not take large-scale research studies, or sophisticated 
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regression analyses, to indicate that children who are taught to play the piano do better at piano 

playing than children who have never received any lessons." 

Change Theory 

The rate at which an innovation is adopted is dependant on a number of factors including 

perceived advantage of the innovation, the compatibility to the adopter's current beliefs, the 

perceived complexity of understanding or using the innovation, the ease at which the innovation 

can be experimented with, and whether the adoption of an innovation is observable by others 

(Rogers, 1983). 

Diffusion of innovation is the phrase used to describe the process in which an innovation 

is communicated across a society resulting in a mutual acceptance or rejection of the new idea. 

In order for an innovation to be accepted individuals need to be able to accept the level of 

uncertainty that exists around the new idea. The less uncertainty the individual has, the greater 

the likelihood that the innovation will be accepted. The way uncertainty is reduced is through an 

increase in information through either exploration of the innovation or by communication with a 

person who is perceived to be similar to them. In addition to overcoming uncertainty, an 

innovation cannot drastically challenge the individual's cultural or social norms in order to be 

easily accepted (Rogers, 1983). 

Innovation adopters can be categorized according to how early they adopt the innovation 

relative to the general society. At one end ofthe spectrum are the innovators who have a high 

degree of exposure to information about an innovation through mass media and social networks. 

Innovators are able to cope with a high degree of uncertainty and actively seek information on 

new ideas. Laggards on the other hand fall well behind society in their acceptance of an 
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innovation. They tend to be unable to handle uncertainty and have a poor system of retrieving 

information (Rogers, 1983). 
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CHAPTER THREE
 

Methodology
 

Introduction 

The study was a goal-free evaluation of the NCETE professional development project as 

experienced by the teachers who participated in it. A qualitative method of research was used to 

conduct the evaluation. The researcher conducted an approximately one-hour open-ended 

interview with each participant. All the interviews were conducted over the phone, with the 

exception of one in-person interview. The interviews were recorded with an audio recorder and 

transcribed into text. The transcripts were then analyzed for emerging themes. 

Participant Selection 

Participant selection for a qualitative study is based on whether or not a participant can 

add value to the understanding of the phenomenon being studied, not by selecting a 

representative sample based on demographics from a defined population (Morse, 1998). For this 

particular study, a total population selection of the eight teachers, who participated in the lean 

manufacturing professional development project, were asked to participate. 

Eight teachers were purposefully selected to participate in the NCETE professional 

development project based on their added value to the overall professional development project 

by two professors at the University of Wisconsin-Stout. Of the eight teachers, two veteran 

teachers chose not to participate in the interviews for this study. Additionally, at one of the 

schools, the student teacher implemented the NCETE professional development project. Both 

the cooperating teacher and student teacher were interviewed for the study. 

Therefore, three veterans, two novice teachers, one teacher intern, and one student 

teacher agreed to be part of the study. The size of the class in which the teachers implemented 
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the professional development project ranged from four to twenty-four. The population of their 

high schools ranged from 900 to 1,700 in communities ranging from 8,000 to 65,000 people (see 

appendixes B-M for more detail). 

Confidentiality 

There were only seven teachers who volunteered to participate in the NCETE pre

engineering professional development project and subsequent research. The professional 

development project was well publicized, with a number of the teachers participating in public 

presentations, including television and newspaper coverage, local, state and national conference 

presentations, and publicity within their own school. Even with the removal of the names of the 

teachers and the high schools from the study, anonymity could not be guaranteed. This was 

thoroughly explained to the teachers and was part of the consent to participate in the study. 

Participants were provided a written consent form explaining the research and the inability to 

guarantee anonymity. The researcher also requested oral consent prior to initiating recording of 

the interview. 

Even though anonymity could not be guaranteed, the names of teachers were replaced 

with an alias. The consent forms containing the teachers' names and the document linking the 

actual names to the aliases was kept in a locked file separate from the research data. Upon the 

completion of the study, the originals and copies of the audio recordings were erased. 

Interview Questions 

Based on the idea of evaluating the NCETE professional development project, an open

ended interview along with an interview guide, to assist in asking similar, follow-up or probing 

questions, was developed for this study (see appendix A) (Patton, 2002). The questions for the 

interview were based on the three research questions: what was the impact of the professional 
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development project on the teachers' thinking, what was the impact of the professional 

development project on the curriculum, and what was the impact of the professional 

development project on the students? An interview guide containing a list of follow-up 

questions or probes was created based on the agenda from the summer workshop and the 

researcher's experience in the professional development project. 

The probes were used to illuminate an event that occurred as part of the professional 

development that the teacher may not have mentioned in the recall of their experience 

participating in the summer workshop. The probes were also used to question the teachers on 

their implementation of specific parts of the NCETE professional development project they may 

have forgotten to mention. A third set of probes was created to ask the teachers to provide more 

detail on their perceptions of the impact on students. However, the probes were not used when 

asking the teachers about their perception of the student impact. 

Data Collection 

Upon the consent of the teacher, an approximately one-hour interview was conducted 

with each teacher and recorded on an audio recorder. With the exception of the interview with 

Mr. Thomas, who was interviewed in person, the other teachers were interviewed on the phone. 

After a backup copy of the interview was made, a verbatim transcript was created from the audio 

recording of each interview. The transcripts were then checked against the audio recording for 

accuracy. 

Data Analysis 

Unlike quantitative data analysis, which requires a specific protocol of analysis to be 

performed for each type of study, there is not a specific recipe for analyzing the data of a 

qualitative study. Each qualitative study is unique; therefore, each analysis of a study is unique 
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(Patton, 2002). To begin the data analysis for this study, the transcripts were read through while 

listening to the recording several times to develop an overall understanding of the content 

(Penden-McAlpine, 2007; Sandelowski, 1995). Initially, each participant's interview was 

analyzed for a descriptive understanding of the teacher's experience while attending the 

professional development at the University of Wisconsin-Stout. Next, each individual's 

interview was analyzed to understand their experience related to implementing the lean 

manufacturing curriculum into their classrooms. Then, each individual's interview was analyzed 

to understand each teacher's perception of how the students benefited from the teacher's 

participation in the lean manufacturing professional development project. Finally, after each 

individual teacher's interview was analyzed, a cross-comparative analysis of all of the teachers' 

experiences was conducted to determine what the common experiences were with regards to the 

professional development, implementation, and impact on students. 

During the analysis, the transcripts were coded according to the themes, subcategories, 

and properties that emerged from the data. The themes or categories are central ideas that 

represent a part of the phenomenon. Themes are supported by subcategories, which provide 

further clarification. Dimensions, which are the range of prevalence of a category in each 

teacher's experience, and properties, which are attributes that define the category, were 

additionally used. As the themes were formulated, questions such as how do the participants 

define the experience and what type of meaning do they attach to the experience, were asked of 

the data (Penden-McAlpine, 2007). After categories were established, deviate cases or data that 

opposes the category were examined to determine if the categories were accurate. As per Patton 

(2002), conclusions were drawn from the emerging themes. 
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The themes were developed after reading through the transcripts several times to develop 

the overall understanding of each teacher's experience. The transcripts were analyzed and 

highlighted for important information. Descriptions were created to summarize each of the 

highlighted text. For the evaluation of the teachers' experiences with the professional 

development, the descriptions were grouped into categories of similarity. Themes were then 

developed from each of those categories. The emerging themes were scrutinized to determine if 

they were truly a theme and not a subtheme or anomaly. 

During the analysis of the data, it was determined that the narratives of the teachers' 

implementations needed to be written as separate summaries to avoid losing the richness of the 

stories. The summary of each teacher's implementation can be found in the appendix (see 

appendixes C-N). The summaries ~ere compared for similarities, which led to the development 

of themes based on the impact of the NCETE professional development project on the teachers' 

curriculum. 

The themes relating to the impact the NCETE professional development project had on . 

students was developed in the same manner as the impact on the teachers' thinking. The 

individual transcripts were highlighted for important information relating to the professional 

development project's impact on students. Descriptions were created to summarize the 

highlighted information. The descriptions from each of the teacher's interviews were 

categorized based on similarities, which led to the development of themes to describe the 

categories. The themes were then scrutinized to determine if they were truly themes. 
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CHAPTER FOUR
 

Results
 

Introduction 

The purpose of the study was to perform a goal-free evaluation of the NCETE 

professional development project to determine what the impact was on teachers' thinking, 

teachers' curriculum, and students. The transcripts from the teachers' open-ended interviews 

were analyzed for themes based on the three areas of teacher thinking, curriculum, and students. 

The themes relating to the impact on the teachers' thinking included the benefit of collegiality, 

the development of new knowledge, overall enjoyment of the experience, and suggestions for 

improvement. 

The themes relating to the impact on the teachers' curriculum included the addition of 

new content to existing curriculum, a concern of time, the impact of laboratory equipment, and 

the impact of the course in which they chose to implement the professional development project. 

The themes relating to the impact on students included a more complete picture of 

manufacturing, technical knowledge they would not normally be exposed to, and an overall 

enjoyment of the experience. 

Impact on Teachers' Thinking 

Collegiality 

The strongest reoccurring theme from the teachers' interviews was the power and value 

of going through the experience with a group of likeminded technology teachers. Both veteran 

and novice teachers believed the best part of the professional development was being able to 

bounce ideas off each other, to hear how others were going to implement the professional 

development project, and to see the variety of ideas generated while making the tooling for the 
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prototype toy train. All of the teachers who were participating in the professional development 

project for the first time found it invaluable to hear the stories and ask questions of the teachers 

who implemented the professional development project during the first year. 

" ... working with colleagues, to try and find ways to teach that stuff, that's something that 

you don't get out of reading about process control in a textbook. And I thought that was 

really valuable." 

"I would say being able to bounce things off each other, was probably by far one of the 

best things." 

"Knowing that there are other people out there doing it, that helped." 

"I think the thing that was most beneficial for us ... was that we had teachers that had 

done it the year previous." 

" ... the big thing was having other people there that had to do it in the past. .. to kind of 

get an idea of the scope and sequence..." 

New Knowledge 

A second theme that emerged from the data was that the teachers felt they had gained 

varying degrees of new knowledge as a result of participating in the professional development. 

Although only one teacher mentioned having very little prior knowledge of lean manufacturing 

and engineering, all of the teachersexplained that their understanding increased. A few of the 

teachers attributed their increased understanding of lean manufacturing to the Anderson 

Windows factory tour; while others attributed it to the overall experience. The factory tour also 

solidified one teacher's understanding of how pull drives the lean manufacturing process. In 

manufacturing, pull is the idea that the purchasing of products drives the production of products, 

rather than the demand for a product starting with the manufacturing of it. 
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Not surprising, most of the teachers attributed their increased understanding of tooling to 

Dr. Rothaupt's, a university engineering educator, lecture on tooling. Many of the teachers also 

mentioned that his lecture and PowerPoint were very valuable when it came time to teach their 

students. A third part of the professional development that teachers mentioned often, as a source 

of their increased knowledge, was the packaging lecture and lab tour. Finally, all of the teachers 

found participating in the activities of designing and building the tooling, measuring the wheels, 

and participating in the variability lab were helpful. 

"1 think my understanding of lean manufacturing... the fundamental concepts behind lean 

grew pretty substantially." 

"I think in terms of lean, the best thing that we did was, go out to the window 

manufacturer, and actually see it in practice," 

"That was very helpful..; I never really gave any idea to the three-two-one concept that 

he does with the pins and stuff. And that was really insightful for me. 

"This may sound funny, but the one that 1 liked the most, or got the most out of, was the 

packaging." 

"I would say that I have a better understanding of... the manufacturing end of the design 

process ... A better understanding of the quality control and ... lean manufacturing... all 

the steps that goes into setting up just manufacturing engineering" 

Overall Enjoyment 

A third theme from the participants was an overall feeling of enjoyment of participating 

in the NCETE professional development project. Although unprompted, most of the teachers 

mentioned in their interview that they hope the professional development project will continue. 
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All of the teachers thought they had benefited from being a part of the professional development 

project. 

"If NCETE went away, I would still try to connect with these schools to continue this 

project." 

Improvements 

A few teachers offered some ideas for improving the experience. One teacher mentioned 

that it would have been beneficial to have a debriefing with the other teachers after the trains 

were donated. Through debriefing, the teachers could learn from the other teachers' experiences 

and receive some validation in some of their struggles. Another teacher would have liked to see 

more rigorous mathematics in the professional development that is needed to do the analys.is of 

the lean manufacturing. Another teacher mentioned that the sheer volume of information they 

had to absorb in a short amount of time was a little overwhelming. One of the beginning teachers 

mentioned that he wished the University of Wisconsin-Stout had provided more curriculum 

materials, similar to what one would receive with a purchased curriculum. Finally, one of the 

teachers mentioned that the factory tour could have been more beneficial if it had included more 

experienced tour guides. 

Impact on Curriculum 

New Concepts into Existing Curriculum 

With the exception of the one teacher who implemented the NCETE professional 

development project in his Principles of Engineering course, the other teachers communicated 

they would not have taught the students many of the concepts presented to them during the 

professional development. The teachers that would have covered some of the topics of lean 
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manufacturing and engineering would not have covered them as in depth had they not been a part 

of the NCETE professional development project. 

Time 

Not having enough time was a reoccurring theme expressed by the teachers. Many of the 

teachers mentioned that even though they spent seven to eight weeks on the NCETE professional 

development project they still were not able to cover everything they thought was important. 

The reality of time caused a number of teachers to report that they were not able to implement 

different portions of the NCETE professional development project. 

"I think you really have to decide what you're going to highlight and what you're going 

to cover within the professional development project just because they're so much stuff 

that you could do with it." 

Laboratory Equipment 

Another common theme among the teachers was how their lab equipment impacted the 

way in which they implemented the NCETE professional development project. Many ofthe 

teachers had to share their laboratory equipment with other classes, requiring taking their tooling 

off after every class period. One teacher reported he had to share the woodworking lab with a 

concurrent woodworking class, which limited the equipment he could use. A number of teachers 

reported that they did not have enough equipment to run an effective time study on the 

production of the train parts. One teacher reported that his students primarily used metalworking 

equipment to cut out the pieces of the train cars. Finally, a few of the teachers said they did not 

have access to a CAD lab, preventing them from designing their tooling on a computer. 
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Implementation 

A fourth theme that emerged from the teachers' interviews was that the class in which the 

teachers implemented the professional development project had a large impact on the degree to 

which they implemented the curriculum. The teachers implemented the professional 

development project in a wide range of classes, from a Principles of Engineering class to an 

Advanced Welding class. In addition to the wide range of classes the teachers chose to 

implement the professional development project into, the classes greatly ranged in size and grade 

level. 

Introduction ofNCETE professional development project. 

The teachers chose to use a variety of implementation strategies based on the needs of the 

course in which they chose to implement the curriculum project. Three of the six teachers 

introduced the professional development project to their students by first introducing the concept 

of engineering. Two of those teachers began with a pre-assessment of their students 

understanding of the concept of engineering. The third teacher introduced the students to the 

concept of engineering as part of their pre-existing Project Lead the Way curriculum. 

The other three teachers introduced the professional development project to their students 

based on the individual influence of the class in which they implemented the professional 

development project. The teacher who implemented the professional development project with 

four advanced welding students began with a widget activity in which the students had to make 

two blocks that would mate up to each other. According to the teacher, the widget activity was 

designed to help students understand the need for tolerance and the difference between custom 

manufacturing and mass-production. 
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The teacher who implemented the professional development project in an introduction to 

manufacturing class began the professional development project with a unit on manufacturing. 

Finally, the teacher who implemented the professional development project in an advanced 

CAD/CAM class began with a precision measurement unit where the students measured the 

example train car and created a three-dimensional model of it on the computer. 

Statistical quality control. 

Although three ofthe teachers mentioned that they measured the wheels and/or the pegs, 

only two of the teachers mentioned that they were able cover the statistics as part of SQC. One 

of the teachers already covers the statistics in his Project Lead the Way curriculum, and the 

second teacher who covered the statistics was a graduate assistant for the NCETE professional 

development project during the first year of implementation. Most of the teachers felt they did 

not have the time to teach the students the statistics. 

Concept oftooling. 

All of the teachers used the PowerPoint presentation, in one form or another, to teach the 

students about the principles of tool design. Although a few of the teachers mentioned they 

taught the students about tool pressure and chip clearance, some of them mentioned that they 

used the picture of precision versus accuracy, and all of them mentioned the idea of 3-2-1. Most 

of the teachers also mentioned that they used some version of the variability lab to demonstrate 

the need for tooling. 

Designing the tooling. 

All teachers had their students begin to design their tooling by creating sketches or 

drawings of their ideas. Those teachers with access to CAD had the students develop three

dimensional computer models of their tooling. One of the teachers had students develop a 
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prototype of their tooling after producing sketches. All of the teachers had conversations with 

their students about the principles of tooling design as they were designing or building their 

tooling. 

Production sequence. 

Five of the six teachers mentioned they had a class discussion about the sequence of the 

production either during the tooling design, during the tooling construction, or after the tooling 

was made. The classes used the production sequence to set up the laboratory for production. 

Construction and testing oftooling. 

Four of the six high schools used a similar process to construct and test their tooling. At 

three of the schools, when the students were finished with their sketches or drawings and could 

clearly articulate their designs to the teacher, the students were allowed to begin making their 

tooling. At the fourth school, the students were instructed to first produce and test a prototype 

before getting started on the construction of their production tooling. 

The other two teachers took a more unique approach to the production of the train car 

parts. At the school with only four students, the students made one box jig to assist the operator. 

At the sixth school, the instructor of the Introduction to Woodworking class had the Advanced 

Woodworking class make all of the parts on a Computer Numeric Controlled milling machine. 

Students who attended the five schools that made their production tooling spent one to 

two weeks building their tooling and another one to two weeks testing their tooling. 

System for dealing with problems. 

Four of the teachers mentioned they had developed a system where the students would 

check in with the rest of the class at the beginning of each day. Two ofthe teachers would start 

each day with a class discussion on what problems the students ran into the day before. If the 
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problems were going to effect the other groups, then a brainstorming session was held to resolve 

the issue. One of the teachers, instead of having a full class discussion, selected group leaders 

who would meet with him first thing every morning. The fourth teacher developed, what he 

called, a kaizen form where a different student would come in each day and ask the other 

students a series of questions related to what they worked on yesterday and where there were any 

problems. 

Production ofparts. 

According to the teachers, the size of the class and the availability of the lab effected how 

the parts were produced. One teacher chose to have an advanced class produce all of the parts on 

a CNC milling machine and then have his students perform quality control checks on the parts. 

Another teacher and his four students produced all of the parts and assembled the car on a 

Saturday. Since there were only four students, one student cut the wood to length, another 

student used a single box jig to make the chassis, a third student turned the hoppers on a metal 

lathe, and finally, a fourth student assembled the parts and boxed them up. The other four 

schools produced the parts over two class periods. The majority of the teachers stated they had a 

system to check the quality at each station. Some schools simply had the operators checking the 

quality, while others had additional students assigned to quality control. 

Time study. 

None of the teachers were able to perform a complete time study of the parts production. 

Some of the teachers mentioned they did not have time to perform a time study. One teacher 

reported he could only use part of the lab because there was a concurrent class in the same lab. 

Another teacher mentioned that he timed the drilling operations, but did not believe it was safe to 

time the sawing operations for fear students would rush their work, creating a safety hazard. 
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Finally, others mentioned the available lab equipment was not sufficient enough to balance the 

line and did not see much point in doing time study. 

"And it really did not lend itself to line balancing. Just because we had stations that were 

very, very quick and then we had stations that were relatively slow." 

Assembly. 

With the exception of the one teacher with only four students, all of the teachers did the 

assembly of the cars separate from the parts production. Most ofthe teachers followed their 

same procedure they used for the production tooling with the assembly tooling. One teacher 

mentioned he believed the assembly tooling seemed to go more smoothly than the production 

tooling. Another teacher commented that he covered lean manufacturing more in-depth while 

the students were designing their assembly tooling because it seemed to fit better than with the 

production tooling. 

Packaging. 

All taught at least a small unit on packaging and some devoted an entire week to it, 

including discussing packaging design and structural integrity. 

Donation. 

Most ofthe teachers talked about how the students were positively impacted by the 

donation of the trains to charity; they felt good about themselves. One school, after being 

rejected by two charities, donated their trains to a battered women's shelter. Two schools 

donated their trains to St. Vincent DePaul, one directly and the other through a silent auction put 

on by the charity. The other three schools donated their trains to Toys-For-Tots. 
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Impact on Students 

Enjoyment 

One of the strongest themes that emerged from the data on the teachers' perspective of 

the professional development projects' impact on students was that the teachers believed students 

really enjoyed doing it. Many of the teachers mentioned the students were proud of what they 

accomplished and were glad the trains were donated to charity. 

See the Big Picture 

Another theme relating to the teacher's perspective on the impact ofthe professional 

development project on students was that the students were able to see the process of making a 

product from conception, through production, to packaging. A number of teachers reported they 

thought it was significant that the students were able to see how a conceptual idea progresses as 

the manufacturing needs become clearer. Additionally, teachers mentioned they felt students had 

a more complete understanding of the manufacturing process. One teacher mentioned a student 

told him that as a result of participating in the professional development project, he now looks at 

everything that is manufactured differently. 

"I think a general knowledge of manufacturing and I guess the more specifics within the 

manufacturing, is what I was trying to do." 

"By going through this process, they really got a chance to see how designs change from 

concept... " 

Technical Knowledge 

The third theme that emerged from the data was that teachers believed the students were 

exposed to technical knowledge they would not have received if the teacher were not part of the 

professional development project. The technical knowledge that the teachers thought the 
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students gained ranged from concrete knowledge like the principle of 3-2-1 constraints to 

abstract concepts like engineering and lean manufacturing. 

"I think they [the students] were able to ... really articulate [their tooling design] what 

was going on." 

"I would like to think that they got an appreciation for the tooling." 
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CHAPTER FIVE
 

Discussion
 

Introduction 

The purpose of the study was to provide a goal-free evaluation of the NCETE 

professional development's impact on the teachers, their curriculum, and the students. The 

themes relating to the impact on the teachers' thinking included the benefit of collegiality, the 

development of new knowledge, overall enjoyment of the experience, and suggestions for 

improvement. The themes relating to the impact on the teachers' curriculum included the 

addition of new content to existing curriculum, a concern of time, the impact of laboratory 

equipment, and the impact of the course in which they chose to implement the professional 

development project. The themes relating to the impact on students included a more complete 

picture of manufacturing, technical knowledge they would not normally be exposed to, and an 

overall enjoyment of the experience. 

In this chapter the noteworthy findings for each of the three areas of impact will be 

presented, followed by the conclusions relating the findings, and then the recommendations 

based on the conclusions. The chapter will then conclude with an overall summary of the 

evaluation of the professional development and recommendations for future research. 

Noteworthy Findings 

Impact on Teachers' Thinking 

Overall, the NCETE professional development project had a positive impact on the 

teachers' thinking. Main themes included the generation of new knowledge, the benefit of 

participating in a shared experience, the overall enjoyment of participating in the NCETE 
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professional development project, and suggestions for improving the professional development 

project. 

Impact on Curriculum 

Four main curricular themes emerged. These included the infusion of new concepts into 

the teachers' existing curriculum, a concern for time, the impact of the specific class in which the 

professional development project was implemented into, and the laboratory equipment and space 

that was available to use for the professional development project. 

Impact on Students 

According to the teachers, participation in the NCETE professional development project 

also had an impact on student learning. Results suggested students could see the production of a 

product from conception to packaging; the students were exposed to some technical knowledge 

they would not have received without the teachers' participation in the professional development 

project; and, for the most part, the students really enjoyed participating in the professional 

development project. 

Conclusions 

Impact on Teachers' Thinking 

The strongest reoccurring theme from the teachers' interviews was the power and value 

of going through the experience with a group of like-minded technology teachers. This finding 

is consistent with research focused on the social aspects of learning (Salomon & Perkins, 1998) 

and the importance of creating a community-centered learning environment (NRC, 2000). 

According to the research, learning is both effected and enhanced when it occurs in a shared 

social environment. The teachers reported it was very beneficial to discuss different ideas for 

implementing the professional development project into their classrooms. 
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Direct Application 

In addition to being consistent with the literature on learning in a social environment, the 

finding was consistent with the literature on teacher thinking. According to Guskey (1986) 

teachers need to be able to see how the curriculum presented in aprofessional development 

workshop will directly impact their students learning. By providing an environment where the 

teachers have mutual respect for each other and are able to discuss implementation strategies, the 

teachers are able to begin seeing how the NCETE professional development project will directly 

impact their students. 

The finding ofthe teachers benefiting from participating in the workshop with like

minded technology education teachers, who were then dependent on each other during the 

implementation, was consistent with the research on best practices of professional development. 

According to the research on best practices, teachers benefit from participating in a professional 

development workshop when they are somehow connected to each other, such as from the same 

school, common grade level, or content area (Desimore et al., 2002; Garet et al., 2001; Hill; 

Kennedy, 1999; Loucks-Horsley, Stiles, & Hewson, 1996; Putnam & Borko, 2000). 

Given that all of the teachers believed they had generated new knowledge as a result of 

the professional develop, regardless of the amount of prior experience in lean manufacturing or 

engineering, speaks to the richness of the professional development experience. Even though the 

specific knowledge and volume of knowledge that each teacher reported was different, every 

teacher reported they learned something from participating in the professional development. 

The reported increase in the teachers' knowledge as a result of the varied learning 

environments of the professional development (i.e., factory tour, guest lecturers, laboratory 

activities, etc.) was consistent with the research on professional development and teacher 
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learning (Putnam & Borko, 2000). According to Fennema et al, (1996) and Putnam and Borko 

(2000) the teachers' increased content knowledge will have a direct impact on the students. The 

findings reported in the NCETE professional development project's impact on students also 

supports their research. 

The third theme that emerged from the study, as related to the impact on teachers, was the 

teachers' overall enjoyment of participating in the professional development project. The 

teachers' enthusiasm for the NCETE professional development project has a number of 

implications. First, according to the research on andragogy adults are intrinsically motivated to 

learn (Smith, 1996; 1999). Therefore, if the teachers are generally excited about the NCETE 

professional development project they will be more likely to engage in active learning. Second, 

the research on the adoption of an innovation indicates people are more likely to base their 

decision on a subjective evaluation conducted by others and not on a more scientific evaluation 

of the facts (Rogers, 1983). Third, the research on teacher thinking indicates teachers will only 

implement new content in their curriculum if they believe it will improve student outcomes 

(Guskey, 1986). 

The fourth theme that emerged from the teachers' interviews was suggestions for 

improving the professional development project. Much of the research did not specifically 

address the teachers' feedback on the professional development experience. However, the 

research on the "best practices" of professional development suggests the inclusion of teachers in 

the planning of the professional development. Unfortunately, the "best practices" research does 

not include the importance of receiving the teacher's feedback on improving the professional 

development experience (Desimone, et al., 2002; Garet, et al., 2001; Hill, 2004; Kennedy, 1999; 

Loucks-Horsley, Stiles, & Hewson, 1996). 
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Impact on Curriculum 

According to the findings, the NCETE professional development project successfully 

impacted the participating teachers existing curriculum, causing them to infuse content into their 

class that they would not have normally done. With the reported description of the professional 

development at the University of Wisconsin-Stout, and the finding that all of the teachers added 

additional content to their course as a result of the professional development suggests support for 

the literature on the best practices for professional development ((Desimone, et aI., 2002; Garet, 

et aI., 2001; Hill, 2004; Kennedy, 1999; Loucks-Horsley, Stiles, & Hewson, 1996). 

However, it could also be argued that the additional requirement of the NCETE 

professional development project, creating interdependency on each of the high schools to 

produce 50 high quality train cars, had a large impact on the teachers' curriculum. Unlike most 

professional development where the impact of whether or not a teacher chooses to implement the 

program only affects that teacher's classroom; by attaching a specific activity to the professional 

development that holds the teachers accountable to each other, it increases the likelihood that the 

teachers would implement the curriculum. Given the professional integrity of the participating 

teachers, it would be difficult for those teachers to have the students produce the train cars 

without teaching them some of the content covered in the professional development. 

Despite finding all teachers' curriculum was impacted by the NCETE professional 

development project, each teacher implemented the professional development project differently. 

With each of the teachers emphasizing different parts of the professional development project, 

the findings were consistent with the research on how different learners receiving the same 

lesson will leave with completely different ideas of what was taught (Alton-Lee, 2006). The 

diversity of how the teachers chose to implement the professional development project was also 
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consistent with the research on teacher thinking and decision making. Decisions to implement 

new curriculum are based on a variety of factors, including theachers' prior knowledge and 

experiences, their pedagogical beliefs, and their philosophical beliefs about their subject mater 

(Davis & Krajcik, 2005). 

The second theme relating to the impact on the teachers' curriculum was time. The 

teachers indicated time had a number of different effects on their implementation of the 

professional development project. Teachers indicated they did not have enough time to 

implement all of the parts of the NCETE professional development project. The teachers 

narrated their stories revolving around the time it took to implement each portion of the 

professional development project. The teachers reported the amount of time it took students to 

perform different tasks related to the professional development project. 

The third theme relating to the impact on curriculum was the effect of the teachers' 

laboratory equipment and facilities. According to the research on teacher thinking, the 

complexity of teaching impacts the decisions made about what to teach (Davis & Krajcik, 2005). 

The facility impacts the strategies the teacher can use in order to help the students to understand 

certain concepts. The teachers' strategies are dependent on their prior experiences and the level 
I 

of their adoption of an innovation is dependent on reducing the amount of conflict to the 

teachers' prior understanding (Rogers, 1983). In other words, the less conflict that exists 

between the teacher's prior experiences with teaching concepts with the available laboratory 

equipment, the greater the likelihood the teacher will adopt the innovation. 

The fourth theme that emerged from the study relating to the impact on curriculum was 

the teacher's selection of a course in which to implement the professional development project. 

The teacher who implemented the greatest amount of the NCETE professional development 
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project into his class was a veteran teacher who participated in the professional development 

project during the first year, had a prior career in manufacturing, and was already teaching the 

majority of the concepts within his existing curriculum. This finding was consistent with the 

diffusion of innovation theory; the teacher who had the least amount of conflict and the least 

amount of uncertainty was the greatest adopter of the innovation (Rogers, 1983). 

Impact on Students 

As indicated, some students reported the way they view how products are manufactured 

had changed. This finding is consistent with the research on knowledge transfer (Bransford & 

Schwartz, 1999). For students to develop new understandings, they first need to challenge their 

preconceived ideas and examine how their understanding differs from what they are being taught 

(NRC, 2000). According to this study, some of the students' understanding of how products are 

manufactured reached a greater depth as a result of participating in the NCETE professional 

development project. Additionally, the teachers stated some of the students informed them that 

now when they look at an object, they no longer just see an object, but rather begin to analyze 

the object to hypothesis how it was produced. However, not all teachers reported their students 

developed a deeper understanding of the manufacturing of products. Additionally, none of the 

teachers stated that they believed all of their students had developed a deeper understanding of 

how products are manufactured or developed a new way of viewing objects. 

The findings indicated that students gained new technical knowledge, such as the 

principle of three points of contact, as a result of the teachers participating in the professional 

development. As Nuthall (1974) stated, it does not require a complicated study to determine that 

if teachers were provided with new content knowledge, and they chose to implement that content 

into their classes, students would learn something new. However, even though all teachers 
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mentioned a variety of new content knowledge was gained as a result of their participation in the 

NCETE professional development project, findings from the study did not address the level and 

specific type of knowledge gained by the students. However, all teachers believed their students 

learned new technical content they would not normally have been exposed to if they had not 

participated in the NCETE professional development project. 

Although often viewed by the general public as less important, the finding that the 

students generally enjoyed the professional development project and were proud of their 

accomplishments was important, particularly for an elective subject area. Common sense would 

indicate if a student enjoyed the learning experience, they are more likely to enroll in another 

course. So, despite adding engineering content to traditional technology education courses, the 

students still enjoyed the courses. 

Recommendations 

Impact on Teachers' Thinking 

Based on the finding of this study, it is recommended that professional development 

programs be conducted in an environment where teachers have the opportunity to discuss their 

strategies for implementing the professional development in their classroom. It is also 

recommended that teachers have the opportunity to hear accounts from teachers who may have 

implemented the professional development in the past. It is recommended teachers have the 

opportunity to participate with their colleagues in the activities or curriculum that will be 

implemented as a result of the professional development. Finally, providing teachers with the 

opportunity to debrief with their colleagues after they have had a chance to implement the 

professional development in their own classrooms is recommended. 
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Although little research has been conducted on the content of professional development 

programs, this study suggests that professional development focused on the specific content 

knowledge that teachers need in order to implement a curriculum into their classroom was 

successful at increasing the teachers' knowledge (Garet, et al. 2001). 

Impact on Curriculum 

Based on the findings of the study, if the goal was to ensure that every teacher implement 

the professional development change the same, it is recommended that a structured system 

requiring teachers to follow the same scope and sequence be developed. Secondly, it would help 

the uniformity of implementation if all of the teachers implemented the NCETE professional 

development project in the same class, whether it is a manufacturing course or an engineering 

course, and with the same range of grade level. However, based on the limitations ofthis study, 

a conclusion cannot be made on whether one type of implementation or another has a more 

favorable outcome on students. 

Impact on Students 

If a goal of professional development is to help students develop a deeper understanding 

of how products are manufactured or to help students alter the way they view the world around 

them, the professional development program needs to better assist teachers in addressing all 

students' preconceptions of how products are manufactured. 

Based on the finding that all of the teachers believed their students learned additional 

technical content knowledge as a result of participating in the NCETE professional development 

project, it is recommended that a study be conducted to evaluate the effects on student learning 

as a result of the teachers participating in the professional development. An attempt should be 

made to measure the students' knowledge of the technical content as a result of attending the 
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teacher's class prior to attending the professional development versus the students understanding 

of the technical content covered by the teachers as a result of participating in the professional 

development. 

Although the complexity of the study being suggested would likely be difficult in the 

context of a school setting, one possible structure for the study would be to have a group of 

teachers give their students an assessment of technical content knowledge after attending their 

class during the spring, but before attending the professional development program. In the 

following fall, after attending the professional development program, the teacher could 

implement the NCETE professional development project in the same course. The students' 

technical content knowledge could be measured to determine if a significant change in content 

knowledge resulted from the professional development. 

As a result of the positive attitude towards the professional development project by 

students and the media coverage by the local television and newspapers, it appears as though the 

NCETE professional development project can be used as a publicity tool to promote the study of 

technology education. Therefore, it is recommended that participants in professional 

development projects like the NCETE professional development project use the media to draw 

attention to the study of technology education. 

Future Research 

Additional studies are recommended to determine the effectiveness of professional 

development such as the NCETE professional development project. An observational study 

conducted at each implementation site, or school setting, would provide greater insight into what 

took place on a daily basis, while implementing the professional development project. A goal

based evaluation would provide additional information about the effectiveness of the 
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professional development as envisioned by the professional development project coordinators. A 

formal assessment of the students' knowledge growth as a result of participating in the NCETE 

professional development project would provide better insight into what the students actually 

learned. 

Summary 

In conclusion, the findings from this study indicate that the NCETE professional 

development project successfully infused engineering content into existing technology education 

courses at six different high schools in Wisconsin. The teachers stated they were better prepared 

to teach the engineering and lean manufacturing content as a result of the professional 

development. In describing the implementation process that the teachers used, all of the teachers 

indicated that they introduced new concepts to their curriculum that they would not have 

normally taught. The teachers believed that the students developed a greater understanding of 

the manufacturing process and some students' view of manufactured products may have changed 

to a more analytical observation. The teachers also believed their students learned additional 

content knowledge they normally would not have been exposed to. 

Some of the teachers mentioned the professional development project could be improved 

with additional curriculum handouts. The study indicated a greater consistency of 

implementation would occur with a more structured scope and sequence, similar course and 

facilities in which the professional development project would be implemented in, and the same 

age range of students. 
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APPENDIX A 

Interview Questions 

Interview script 

I would like to thank you for your time to ask you about your personal experience with the 

NCETE lean manufacturing professional development project. 

You have already signed the consent form to participate in this study, but I would like to remind 

you that your participation is entirely voluntary and that you may withdraw from the study at any 

time, without any adverse consequences. 

Do you have any questions about the consent form? 

I would like your permission to record our interview, so that a written transcript of our 

conversation can be generated. At any time during the interview you may request that the 

recording be stopped. 

Then with your permission, I would like to begin recording our interview. 

The following are the three open-ended qualitative research questions, along with follow-up 
questions / probes that will be check for missing data, that will be used in this study. 

1)	 Describe in detail what your experience was as a participant of the UW-Stout professional 
development. 

Probing Questions/ follow-ups for missing information 
a) What key concepts or understandings did you take from the professional development? 
b) Prior to attending the professional development at UW-Stout last summer, what was your 

understanding of engineering? Did your understanding change? 
c) Prior to attending the professional development at UW-Stout last summer, what was your 

understanding of lean manufacturing? Did your understanding change?
 
d) Impact of guest lecturers
 
e) Impact of collegial discussions
 
f) Impact of Anderson Windows tour
 
g) Impact oflab activity- Jeff & Greg's
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h) Impact of lab activity- building train 
2) Describe in detail your experience of implementing the lean manufacturing project in your 

high school. 
Probing Questions/ follow-ups for missing information 

a) What class did you implement the curriculum in? 
b) Grade level 
c) When did you start 
d) Engineering -time spent and activities used 

i) Definition 
e) Lean manufacturing -time spent and activities used 

i) Definition 
ii) Efficiency 
iii) Precision 
iv) Accuracy 
v) SPC 
vi) SQC 
vii) Continuous improvement 
viii) Line balancing 
ix) Assembly process/order 
x) Statistics -mean 

f) Tooling -time spent and activities used 
i) Purpose 
ii) Design 
iii) Chip clearance 
iv) Three points of contact 
v) Clamping force 

g) Student reaction to the project 
h) Impact of equipment available on implementation 
i) Impact of equipment provided by Stout on implementation 
j) How well prepared did you feel- Stout's professional development -other 
k) Time on different content 
1) Students participation in activities 

3) How do you feel your participation in professional development at Stout and your 

implementation of the curriculum effected the students understanding of lean manufacturing 

and engineering? 

Probing Questions/ follow-ups for missing information 

a. Impact ofprofessional development 
b. Impact of implementation 
c. Understanding the concept of engineering 
d. Understanding of lean manufacturing 
e. Tooling 
f. SPC and SQC 
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g. Efficiency 
h. Design 

Assembly decision-making process 
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APPENDIXB
 

Mr. Thomas 

One ofthe veteran teachers, who will be called Mr. Thomas, came to the profession of 

technology education, after a lengthy career at the local tire manufacturing company. While 

working in that plant he became familiar with the idea of lean manufacturing, the concept ofjust

in-time production, reducing inventory, and the idea of pull driving the production of materials. 

Mr. Thomas' prior experience also includes owning his own company in which he makes jigs 

and fixtures. Mr. Thomas also participated in both the first and second years of the NCETE 

professional development project. Mr. Thomas was a teacher at one oftwo high schools in a city 

of approximately 65,000 people in Wisconsin. Mr. Thomas' high school had around 1600 

students, 79 percent white/not Hispanic, and 35 percent on free or reduced lunch. Mr. Thomas 

chose to implement the NCETE professional development project in his Project Lead the Way: 

Principles of Engineering course with thirteen students. 
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APPENDIXC 

Summary ofMr. Thomas's Implementation 

Mr. Thomas is a veteran teacher, with a prior career in the tire manufacturing industry. 

Mr. Thomas chose to implement the NCETE professional development project in his Project 

Lead The Way Principles Of Engineering class. Due to the requirements for Project Lead The 

Way, Mr. Thomas began his course with "what is engineering." During this time, Mr. Thomas 

had the students do some engineering and problem-solving activities, some teambuilding 

activities, some history of engineering, some career exploration of engineering, and began 

working on precision measurement and technical drawing. 

After a fairly in-depth introduction into design, early in October, Mr. Thomas, introduced 

the NCETE professional development project to the students. Mr. Thomas had brought in a part 

that had been produced in a machine shop for the students to create a one or two point 

perspective drawing of it. After awhile, they began to have a class discussion on how one could 

redesign this particular piece, by adding apiece here or there. After going through this activity, 

Mr. Thomas placed the train engine at the front of the room and explained okay this part is 

simple, "now how would you design this?" The seemingly simple question began a lengthy class 

discussion about designing the toy train engine. The class began to discuss what the different 

components were of the wooden train engine and what it would take to design such an engine. 

After the class had thoroughly discussed how they would design the toy train engine, Mr. 

Thomas broke the class into groups and assigned each one of them a particular part of the train 

engine to design. After the groups began designing their part of the toy train engine, Mr. Thomas 

told the groups that they needed to be able to discuss their design with each other in order to 

insure that each ofthe parts would fit together. 
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After the groups had completed designing the train engine, Mr. Thomas informed them 

that they were not in fact, designing the toy train engine, but instead designing the jigs and 

fixtures to produce the engine. The first year that Mr. Thomas, implemented the NCETE 

professional development project, the students had no idea what ajig or fixture was. To 

introduce the concept of jigs and fixtures, Mr. Thomas used a similar activity that the three 

graduate students designed for the professional development. Mr. Thomas demonstrated to the 

students that if you had something to stop the material at the required length every time, when 

making a cut on a saw, that would be an example of a fixture. Mr. Thomas also explained to the 

students that if you are drilling a hole and you wanted to guide the drill bit into the work-piece, 

to ensure its location every time, that would be an example of the jig. After the students had a 

basic understanding of what ajig and fixture was, Mr. Thomas began explaining the principles of 

designing jigs and fixtures using Dr. Rothaupt's PowerPoint presentation on tooling. 

After developing an understanding for what jigs and fixtures were, the students began 

discussing how to break down the different parts to the toy engine. Mr. Thomas led the 

discussion of how to produce the train engine by holding up a block of wood and asking the 

students, what would you have to do to this piece of wood in order to produce the chassis? So, 

the class began to discuss, what sorts of removal operations would be needed, and what 

equipment would be able to perform that removal. To organize the discussion, Mr. Thomas 

made a list of all the different parts and operations that needed to be performed to produce those 

parts. Next to the list of operations, Mr. Thomas made a list of all the different pieces of 

equipment that could possibly perform that operation. 

After the class decided which operations they were going to use to produce each of the 

parts, the class then began to discuss what order of operation they were going to use in order to 
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produce the parts needed for the train engine. After the class had decided on an order in which to 

produce the parts, Mr. Thomas informed them that the order was not set in stone and that it may 

have to change as they design their jigs and fixtures. 

The students were then assigned different parts for which they needed to make ajig or 

fixture. Depending on the part that they were designing the jig or fixture for, the students either 

worked as individuals, as pairs, or in groups of three. The students designed all of their jigs and 

fixtures on CAD in three dimensions. In fact, a couple of the students who had gone through the 

lED (Introduction to Engineering Design) course, created a fully animated three-dimensional 

drawing, which demonstrated how the fixture would work. The first five minutes of every class 

began with a discussion of what were the problems that we ran into yesterday? As the students 

were designing their jigs and fixtures, they would discover that they needed certain operations 

completed in order to produce their part, which led to class discussions on altering the order of 

operations. 

After the students had completed a three-dimensional drawing of their design and could 

explain exactly how it worked, then Mr. Thomas would allow those students to begin building 

their jig or fixture. During the production of their jigs and fixtures, students had to assure that 

their jigs and fixtures were being made to the exact specification of the drawings. And if for 

some reason, they needed to change something on the design of their jigs and fixtures, they were 

required to first change the design on their drawings before making any changes to their jigs and 

fixtures. After they completed their jigs and fixtures, the students tested out the accuracy and 

precision of their tooling with scrap lumber. 

Once it was determined their jigs and fixtures would work, it was time to begin the 

production of parts. From the classroom discussions that occurred during the design of the jigs 
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and fixtures, the class had a fairly good understanding of the sequence of operations that were 

needed in order to produce the train engine. 

Mr. Thomas' class had to share the laboratory with a woods class that was running 

concurrently. Therefore, the class was not able to use the entire lab to set up their production 

line. However, every effort was made to try to produce the parts in the order that the class had 

determined for the production line. 

With the limitations of the lab, production began with the establishment of lots of five. A 

service person was required to provide the necessary parts to each station. In a couple of 

students were assigned to rotate around the production operations to perform quality control 

checks. If a problem were discovered during the quality control check, a statistical process 

control would be performed on that operation. 

Without the entire production line being set up, it was difficult to determine where the 

bottlenecks were. What Mr. Thomas' class was able to do, was time each station to get an 

estimate on how long it would take to produce the part in that station. One bottleneck that did 

show up in this analysis of the production was the cutting of the dado laps. 

To solve the problem of the bottle neck occurring at the dado saw, the class discussed 

whether or not it would be cost-efficient to have additional dado saw operators. The class used 

$70 as the estimated retail value for the wooden train, based on offers to purchase the train 

during the first year of implementation. Using this retail dollar amount, the class discussed the 

cost-benefit of adding additional saws to the production line and requiring the additional cost of 

employment and benefits for the operator of that saw. The class determined that based on their 

calculations, the increased speed at which they could produce parts was worth the additional 

costs of two additional operators. 
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Once the students had produced the parts for the train, they began working on designing 

and building the assembly fixtures. Initially the class designed five or six different fixtures for 

the assembly process. What they ended up developing was a single fixture, with three or four 

attachments, that they would slide along the assembly line. The attachment fixtures included one 

to support the chassis when attaching the second set of wheels and a second one to perform their 

inspections. The students made ten of these fixtures for the assembly process. And once the 

fixture reached the end of the assembly line, it would be sent back to the beginning to be used 

again. The assembly of the trains was conducted in a separate lab in which Mr. Thomas had full 

control over it, allowing the students to be able to leave their assembly jigs set up, while class 

was not in session. This allowed the students to be able to assemble all of the cars in one and a 

half class periods, 40 the first day, and the remaining cars the second day. After the train cars 

were assembled they were mailed to the other schools. 

After the other cars, a finish was applied to the trains; the trains were packaged, and then 

donated to Toys-For-Tots. Both of the local television stations and the newspaper covered the 

story of the NCETE professional development project at Mr. Thomas' high school. 
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APPENDIXD 

Mr. Carroll 

The second veteran teacher, who will be called Mr. Carroll, came to the profession of 

technology education as a second career. Mr. Carroll had previously been in the machine tool 

and die industry, where he learned about how to produce jigs and fixtures and was introduced to 

the idea oflean manufacturing. Through reading a number of books, Mr. Carroll had a basic 

understanding of lean manufacturing, just-in-time production, and engineering. Mr. Carroll was 

a teacher in a village of approximately 8,500 people located seven miles from Wisconsin's 

second largest city. Mr. Carroll's high school has around 1200 students, 95 percent white/not 

Hispanic, and 5.4 percent on free or reduced lunch. Mr. Carroll implemented the NCETE 

professional development project in an advanced class that had combined four students that had 

signed up for machine tooling with a welding class. 
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APPENDIXE 

Summary ofMr. Carroll's Implementation 

Mr. Carroll is a veteran teacher with previous experience in the machining industry. Mr. 

Carroll implemented the NCETE professional development project in an advanced class that had 

combined four students that had signed up for machine tooling with a welding class. Mr. Carroll 

assigned these four students the task of completing the NCETE professional development 

project. Mr. Carroll began the NCETE professional development project with a widget activity 

that was designed to get across the concept of how parts that are mass-produced in one operation 

need to be manufactured to align with parts that are mass-produced in a separate operation. 

To better explain his widget activity, Mr. Carroll used the manufacturing of guns as an 

analogy. Mr. Carroll explained that when guns were originally made the manufacturer would 

first drill the barrel hole and then make a bolt to fit that barrel. The students spent one to two 

weeks working on different iterations of the widget activity, while Mr. Carroll talk to them about 

building quality into the part in designing precision out of the operation. 

After the students spent about one or two weeks on the widget activity, Mr. Carroll began 

talking to the students about tolerances and tool pressure. Next they had a class discussion to 

determine where the critical tolerances were in the hopper car. They determined that the most 

critical tolerance on the hopper car was making sure that all four wheels rolled evenly. The 

second most critical tolerance of the hopper car was ensuring that the hitch height on the chassis 

was consistent. Finally the third most critical aspect of the production of the hopper car was 

ensuring that the tool pressure was in a direction that would not cause the wood to chip. 
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After discussing the critical design elements of the hopper car, the students spent a fair 

amount of time measuring the wheels and examining the variants in the wheel size. However, 

Mr. Carroll said he was unable to spend as much time with the statistics as he would have liked. 

Next, the students began to design the tooling to produce the hopper car. In the process 

of designing the tooling, Mr. Carroll talked to the students about the idea of contact points and 3

2-1 constraints. Mr. Carroll pointed out to the students that the first plane rests on three points of 

contact, the second plane rests on two points of'contact, also, in the third plane rests on one point 

of contact. Due to the fact that there were only four students, two of the students designed a 

single box jig, which allowed for all of the material removal necessary for the chassis. The 

students then created a three-dimensional model of the chassis in the box jig in ProDesktop. The 

other two students worked at the white board, sketching out the design for what the hopper was 

going to look like. Each day at the start of class, Mr. Carroll and the students would discuss any 

problems that they were having. 

After finishing the design for their tooling, the students spent two weeks building it. 

After the completion of their tooling, the students then spent one to two weeks fine-tuning the 

tooling. After the they were satisfied with the accuracy and precision of their tooling, the 

students came in on a Saturday and spent six to eight hours producing and assembling the hopper 

cars. 

To simulate the idea of pull, the class used clothespins to represent the order of one car 

and each operation had a 3/8" dowel, in which to receive the clothespin. Mr. Carroll would start 

the process of pull, by ordering six hopper cars from the student who was doing the final 

assembly of the hoppers and the packaging of the finished cars. That student would then issue 

twelve clothespins to the student who was turning the hoppers (two per car) on the metal lathe 
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and six clothespins to the student that was putting the wheels on the chassis. The student doing 

the assembly of the wheels would then pass six clothespins to the student that was producing the 

chassis with the box jig. Finally, the student making the chassis would pass six clothespins to 

the student cutting the stock wood to length. 

Although the class did not do a time study on the production and assembly of the hopper 

cars, the class did have a discussion about the bottleneck created by only having one box jig. The 

students realized that it would have been better to have two box jigs, but they did not have time 

after fine-tuning the first one to build a second. Unfortunately, the quarter had ended by the time 

they were done with producing their train cars, so they weren't able to do a lot of debriefing 

since the students had to go back to their traditional class. 
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APPENDIXF 

Mr. Martin 

The third veteran teacher, who will be called Mr. Martin, has been teaching technology 

education for five years. During that time he has taught some engineering design units within his 

CAD/CAM courses. The year prior to the NCETE professional development project, Mr. Martin 

implemented Project Lead the Way (a pre-engineering curriculum developed by the Rochester 

Institute of Technology) at his school. Mr. Martin was also the cooperating teacher for Mr. 

Antoine, who implemented the NCETE professional development project in their school. 
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APPENDIXG 

Mr. Antoine 

Mr. Antoine earned a bachelor's degree in engineering prior to becoming a technology 

education teacher, and was exposed to a very basic understanding of lean manufacturing. 

During the process of earning his master's degree in technology education, Mr. Antoine worked 

as a graduate assistant on the NCETE professional development project. During the 

implementation of the NCETE professional development project, Mr. Antoine was student 

teaching for Mr. Martin. Their high school was located in a city of approximately 40,000. Their 

high school had around 1,700 students, 71 percent were white/not Hispanic, and 35 percent 

received free or reduced lunch. Mr. Martin chose to implement the NCETE professional 

development project in his advance CAD/CAM class. Mr. Antoine took the twelve students that 

were interested in the mechanical side of CAD/CAM and implemented the professional 

development project with those students. 
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APPENDIXH 

Summary of Mr. Antoine's Implementation 

Mr. Antoine, was a student teacher for Mr. Martin, and had the primary responsibility for 

teaching the NCETE professional development project. Mr. Antoine had just completed his 

masters degree in technology education after earning his bachelors degree in engineering. Mr. 

Antoine also assisted the NCETE professional development project as a graduate assistant, while 

working on his masters degree. Mr. Antoine implemented the NCETE professional development 

project in Mr. Martin's advanced CAD/CAM course. Traditionally, Mr. Martin splits his 

students up into architectural and mechanical interest. Mr. Antoine then took the 12 students that 

were interested in mechanical design to be part of the NCETE professional development project. 

The way that Mr. Antoine tied the professional development project into this advanced 

CAD course was requiring the students to create a three-dimensional model of the train car in 

their tooling on the computer. Mr. Antoine started the professional development project with a 

precision measurement unit where they measured the simple train that they had and created a 

three-dimensional model of it. After the students had modeled the train Mr. Antoine led the class 

in a discussion about how they could manufacture the train car in mass quantity, while still 

maintaining the quality of the car. The conversation on how to mass-produce the train car, led to 

a discussion on tooling. 

After an introduction to tooling, Mr. Antoine had the students go through the activity of 

cutting a piece of wood to length by hand and then cutting a piece of wood to length by using 

some basic tooling. The cut to length activity led to a discussion on statistical product control 

and eventually to the students understanding the importance oftooling. After recognizing the 

need for tooling Mr. Antoine's class began discussing what was needed to produce the chassis. 
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Having constructed a list of all the operations that needed to be performed on the chassis, the 

class began to go through a production flow analysis. 

During the process ofdesigning their tooling, Mr. Antoine required the students to 

develop sketches for three different designs. The students then pick their best design and made a 

CAD sketch and CAD drawings, including production dimensions. The students then built their 

tooling off their CAD drawings. When Dr. Welty came to do an observation, Mr. Antoine was 

pleased to hear how well his students were able to articulate to Dr. Welty, how their tooling 

worked. 

After the class came up with an initial production flow, Mr. Antoine ran some scrap 

material through their jigs and fixtures to help the students determine how they could most 

efficiently move the parts through the plant. In the process of testing the production flow the 

class discovered that some of their designs were not working the way they had planned. The 

way the students had designed their jigs and fixtures often required it to be dependent on a 

previous operation. Mr. Antoine discussed with the students how they could remake their jigs 

and fixtures so that they were independent from all the other operations. Mr. Antoine also 

discussed with the students how to make their tooling "dummy proof', so that the operator could 

see if there were any mistakes from a previous operation. 

After spending two weeks building, testing, and fixing all the jigs and fixtures, Mr. 

Antoine's class spent two days producing all the parts for the 50 cars. Mr. Antoine had the 

students performing quality control check at each operation. When they started the production 

each operation was required to measure the first three parts coming off their machine. If the 

parts were within tolerance, then they made five more parts before checking the quality again. As 

. long as they remained in tolerance they continued making five parts and then checking one. If 
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the part was found to be out of tolerance then the students had to determine what they thought 

was causing the problem and then check the next three parts coming off the machine. Upon 

completion of the parts production, the parts for the train cars were placed in boxes and the class 

moved onto the assembly process. 

The assembly process began with identifying what operations were needed in order to put 

the cars together. At the same time, Mr. Antoine discussed the concepts of lean manufacturing; 

specifically how to most efficiently assemble the cars. Next Mr. Antoine assigned the students 

partners, one was given the title of parts supplier and the other was given the title of 

manufacturer. The manufacturer and parts supplier had to work together to develop a palette to 

be used to deliver 6 sets of parts from the supplier to the manufacturer for each operation. 

During the assembly unit, Mr. Antoine taught the students more about lean 

manufacturing because the way the production side of the professional development project 

worked out, it did not really represent lean manufacturing. For example, the cutting the stock 

material to length took about 10 seconds, while as the dado cutting of the laps, took about two 

minutes each. So, Mr. Antoine made the decision to concentrate the concept oflean 

manufacturing more on the assembly process. After spending about a week discussing lean 

manufacturing, palletizing and assembly jigs, the students assembled the train cars and ship them 

out to the other schools. 

After they received all their cars from the other schools, Mr. Antoine did a little unit on 

packaging. A local packaging company donated corrugated paperboard to the class and Mr. 

Antoine had the students, again in pairs, develop a packaging idea for the trains. After the trains 

were packaged they were donated to Toys-For-Tots. 
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APPENDIX I
 

Mr. Greene
 

Mr. Greene was the least experienced of the participants. Prior to beginning teaching, 

Mr. Greene, completed his master's degree in technology education, during which he 

participated in the development ofthe first year of the NCETE professional development project 

as a graduate assistant. Mr. Greene stated in his interview that prior to working on the 

professional development project he had a very narrow and basic understanding of engineering 

and very little exposure to lean manufacturing. Mr. Greene's high school is located about one. 

hour from Wisconsin's largest city, with approximately 30,000 people. The high school had 

around 1,200 students, 96 percent white/not Hispanic, and 17.6 percent received free or reduced 

lunch. Mr. Greene implemented the NCETE professional development project in an Introduction 

To Woodworking class, with 24 students. 
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APPENDIXJ 

Summary ofMr. Greene's Implementation 

Mr. Greene was a first-year teacher, who had the opportunity to be part of the NCETE 

professional development project as a graduate assistant while working on his master's degree. 

Mr. Greene implemented the NCETE professional development project in an Introduction To 

Woodworking class with 24 students. Mr. Greene started by introducing the concept of 

engineering to the students. Mr. Greene gave them an informal pretest on their thoughts of 

engineering and discovered that they really had no idea what engineering was about. 

Next, Mr. Greene had the students go through the variability lab, where they measured 

the wheels and pins. Then Mr. Greene went through the PowerPoint on jigs and fixtures and had 

a class discussion on what makes a good jig and what makes a bad jig. Mr. Greene used the 

PowerPoint with the visual representation of a target to touch on the idea ofprecision versus 

accuracy. After getting some basic understanding ofjigs and fixtures and precision and 

accuracy, Mr. Greene's class then had a discussion about what steps were needed in order to 

assemble the train car. 

An advanced woodworking class on the school's CNC milling machine performed the 

actual production of the parts. When the students received the parts from the advanced 

woodworking students, they inspected the quality of the parts using calipers and micrometers. 

Since this was the first time most of the students had measured anything this precisely, it took 

quite a while to help the students understand the precision in which they were measuring. 

Next, the students were split into teams to begin designing their assembly fixtures. 

Despite being given a presentation on how to design jigs and fixtures, including the idea of three 

points of contact etc., not all of the students followed the principles when designing their jigs and 
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fixtures. Each group was assigned a team leader, and each morning the team leaders would meet 

with Mr. Greene to discuss any changes that they were going to be making that would effect the 

other groups. After the groups had come up with their designs for their jigs and fixtures, they 

began making them. With the ever-present time constraint, most of the students came in on a 

Saturday to finish up the production of their jigs and fixtures. A couple of other teachers also 

volunteered to come in on this Saturday, resulting in one teacher per group for most of the 

construction of the tooling. 

When the students returned to school on Monday, they showed the students who were not 

able to make it on Saturday, their finished jigs and fixtures. Then Mr. Greene's class had a 

discussion to determine if anything needed to be fixed on the jigs and fixtures. The students then 

made any revisions that were needed in order to improve their jigs and fixtures. The next day, 

Tuesday, the students performed a test run of their assembly tooling. And then finally, on 

Wednesday, the class performed the assembly of all 50 cars. During the assembly, one of the 

first stage fixtures malfunctioned, which led to a class discussion on the quality of fixtures that 

the group had made and their impact on the whole process. 

After the class discussion on how the assembly process worked, Mr. Greene began a unit 

on packaging. The students were split into teams again, and the teams were given the task of 

coming up with a marketing strategy for packaging the trains. After the teams came up with 

their ideas for the packaging, they then had to make a presentation to the class selling their idea. 

The class decided on a packaging that resembled a train station. A local packaging company 

donated some large sheets of corrugated paperboard, which the class used to create the train 

station packaging. The students also wanted some additional reorganization, so a few of the 

students created a flyer to showcase what they did and included that in the packaging. 
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Mr. Greene had a unique story on donating their completed trains to charity. The original 

idea was to donate the trains to the Ronald McDonald House and the local children's hospital. 

However neither organization would accept the donation. So instead, Mr. Greene donated the 

trains to a local battered women's shelter. 
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APPENDIXK 

Mr. Freund 

Prior to becoming a technology education teacher, Mr. Freund received a technical 

certification in industrial engineering. Through his studies and time spent in the manufacturing 

industry, Mr. Freund had some understanding of engineering and oflean manufacturing, but not 

to the extent needed for this professional development project. During the process of earning his 

master's degree in technology education, Mr. Freund worked as a graduate assistant on the 

NCETE professional development project. Mr. Freund's high school is located in a community 

of approximately 8,800 people. The high school had around 900 students, 96 percent white/not 

Hispanic, and 18 percent received free or reduced lunch. Mr. Freund chose to implement the 

NCETE professional development project in an Introduction To Manufacturing course, with 

fifteen students. 
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APPENDIXL 

Summary of Mr. Freund's Implementation 

Mr. Freund is a first-year teacher, with the prior career in industry as an industrial 

engineering technologist, and was a graduate assistant during the first year of implementation of 

the NCETE professional development project. Mr. Freund began the professional development 

project, on October 1, in an Introduction To Manufacturing course, with fifteen students. Mr. 

Freund began with a unit on manufacturing, covering the history of manufacturing. Next, Mr. 

Freund began teaching the students about statistics, mean, median and mode. After the 

introduction to statistics, Mr. Freund began teaching the students about lean manufacturing and 

how a company could save money by reducing inventory. 

After introducing students to lean manufacturing, Mr. Freund tried to illustrate the value 

of repeatability and staying with intolerance. Along with the lesson on repeatability and staying 

within tolerance, Mr. Freund also touched on the idea of accuracy versus precision. The students 

then measured the wheels and pegs and try to determine the range, median, and mode. Mr. 

Freund then introduced to the students what these numbers mean to the professional 

development project. 

Next, Mr. Freund's class began reverse engineering the caboose by discussing the 

different parts on the caboose and how those parts could be made. Mr. Freund drew an exploded 

view of the caboose on the chalkboard to assist students in seeing all the different parts. 

Following the class discussion, the students were assigned to groups of five and began working 

on three view drawings of the chassis, the passenger compartment or the roof components. 

Because the students do not have access to computers with CAD software, the students use 

triangles, scales, and rulers to create their drawings. During this process, the students began 
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taking measurements of the different parts and Mr. Freund taught them about datum points, and 

how to reference their measurements. 

After the students had completed their measurements and three-view drawings of the 

different parts, Mr. Freund then reemphasized repeatability and explained how tooling can assist 

in maintaining accuracy and precision. Then the students worked on the repeatability activity 

first cutting some pieces to length by hand and then cutting pieces to length using a simple stop 

block. Mr. Freund give the students a copy of the PowerPoint presentation that Dr. Rothaupt 

presented on tooling and then had the students look at some examples of tooling in pictures and 

around the classroom to point out the principles oftheir design. 

After the students went through the activity of understanding the value of tooling, they 

discussed in operation analysis starting with the raw material and taking it all the way to 

assembly. Following the discussion of the order of operation the students began designing their 

jigs and fixtures. From their sketches, the students began building prototypes of their tooling out 

of scrap wood and pink Styrofoam. During the process of building their prototype Mr. Freund 

would question them about their 3-2-1 points of contact, which some ofthe students were 

missing, requiring them to remake some parts of their tooling. As problems would arise, Mr. 

Freund would point out things, such as, what would happen with the buildup of sawdust, and the 

effect of a misaligned fixture over time if it were not fixed. 

The students then tested the accuracy of their prototype by running scrap pieces of oak 

through it. If something did not work the way that they intended it to, they then had to go back 

and fix their prototype. Once Mr. Freund was satisfied that their design would, in fact, work, the 

students began building the tooling of the plastic. Despite having to build a prototype before 
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their actual jig or fixture, one of the groups had to rebuild their fixture, because they do not 

square up their plastic before beginning the construction of their tooling. 

After all of the tooling was completed, the class began the production process and like 

many of the other schools, they had to set up their tooling each class period. There were three 

students at each station, one loaded the piece into the fixture, another performed the operation, 

and the third student would perform a quality check on the parts. One of the drill presses in the 

lab was malfunctioning, so the class had a discussion on which operation would be better 

performed using a corded drill versus the drill press. The students performed a time study on the 

different ways of performing the drilling operations to determine which procedure would be 

most efficient. Mr. Freund did not have the students perform a time study on the sawing 

operations due to concerns about student safety, if a student began to hurry his operation. 

After the students finished their production tooling, they began working on their 

assembly jigs and fixtures. Mr. Freund did have the students do a time study of the overall 

assembly process. However, due to time constraints, he was unable to have the students time 

each individual station. 

After Mr. Freund's class received all of the cars from the other schools, they dipped them 

in Tung oil and allowed them to dry. Then Mr. Freund took the students up to the computer area 

of their Technology Education department to begin a unit on packaging. During the weeklong 

packaging unit, Mr. Freund talked to the students about the stresses or loads on packages, the 

box ratings, common designs ofpackaging, and how shape effects the structure of packaging. 

Then the class discussed who their clients were and the best way to package their product. After 

the trains were packaged they were donated to St. Vincent DePaul. 
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APPENDIXM 

Mr. Kuhlman 

Prior to earning his degree in technology education, Mr. Kuhlman had first-hand 

experience with lean manufacturing in a production tooling shop and was fairly aware of the 

concepts used by engineers, due to his work experience and having numerous acquaintances that 

are engineers. Mr. Kuhlman was the only intern teacher; this is similar to a student teacher 

without having a cooperating teacher and taking full responsibility for all of the class from the 

beginning of the semester until the end. Mr. Kuhlman's high school is in a town of over 8,000 

people. The high school had around 900 students, 96 percent white/not Hispanic, and 9.8 

percent of students receiving free or reduced lunch. Mr. Kuhlman implemented the NCETE 

professional development project in a senior Building Construction class, with nine students. 
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APPENDIXN 

Summary of Mr. Kuhlman's Implementation 

Mr. Kuhlman was the only intern teacher involved in the NCETE professional 

development project. An intern teacher is essentially a student teacher who does not have a 

cooperating teacher in the classroom with them, and who is responsible for all of the classes 

from the beginning of the school year. Mr. Kuhlman had a prior career in the production tooling 

industry. Based on the courses he was assigned to teach, Mr. Kuhlman implemented the NCETE 

professional development project in a senior Building Construction class with nine students. The 

Building Construction class typically requires the students to build a model house, fine cabinetry, 

and learn about advance construction topics such as HVAC systems. The way that Mr. Kuhlman 

incorporated the professional development project into the class was to sell the idea that different 

aspects of the construction industry required the use ofjigs and fixtures, such as manufactured 

homes and staircase spindles. 

Mr. Kuhlman started out the class by giving his students a pre-assessment of their 

understanding of engineering. Having discovered that his students did not have any prior 

knowledge on engineering, Mr. Kuhlman had the students participate in an engineering activity, 

discuss what engineers do, and read a number of case studies on engineering. Following the unit 

on engineering, Mr. Kuhlman introduced the concept of lean manufacturing. Mr. Kuhlman talk 

to the students about how a lean manufacturing plant is set up, the theory behind lean 

manufacturing, and why lean manufacturing is important. Mr. Kuhlman gave examples to the 

class, such as, if you owned a business, would you want your employees to have to walk around 

for five minutes looking for a piece of equipment or would you rather have the piece of 

equipment set up at their workstation for them. Mr. Kuhlman also gave them a number of 
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articles to read on companies that have been successful in increasing their profits by becoming 

leaner. 

Next Mr. Kuhlman began teaching the students about statistical quality control and 

variability, providing them a few transparency slides on the topic and discussed the difference 

between scribing a line on a part, and using a fixture to reproduce the same procedure every 

time. Mr. Kuhlman mentioned during the interview, that he wished he had had the activity that 

the three graduate assistants demonstrated during the professional development, on cutting 

material first by hand, and then using some simple tooling. 

Mr. Kuhlman then discussed the idea of tolerances with the students and introduced the 

concepts behind designing jigs and fixtures, using the PowerPoint that Dr. Rothaupt developed. 

Mr. Kuhlman stated in the interview, that the students became disgruntled with him during his 

lectures on jigs and fixtures, due to his tool and die background. The students began making 

measurements of the train car and sketches of their jigs and fixtures. With the small number of 

students in the class (nine) each student designed and built their own jig or fixture. If Mr. 

Kuhlman felt that the students were having difficulty with their jig or fixture, he would offer 

suggestions on how they could improve it or ask the rest of the class to assist in brainstorming 

ideas on how to improve it. The student would then take these different ideas and incorporate 

them to improve his sketch. Mr. Kuhlman also created his own fixture to use as an example for 

the students. 

After the students had come up with a satisfactory design for their jigs and fixtures, they 

spent three or four weeks building and testing their tooling. The students had made most of their 

tooling out of wood and dowel rods by the time the plastic arrived. As they would discover little 

nuances in their parts, they were curious as to why their parts were turning out differently than 
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they had expected. Mr. Kuhlman would explain to them how maybe the tooling had loosened 

up with use or how a minor error in their tooling could progressively become worse with use. 

To address the students' needs, Mr. Kuhlman created what he called a kaizen form. The 

kaizen form consisted of questions such as, what did you do yesterday, what problems did you 

run into, how did you solve those problems, what are you going to do today, and do you need 

any help. Each day a different student would come in and pick up the clipboard that was a 

hanging on the wall with the kaizen form on it and asked the students the questions. After 

making the necessary adjustments to their tooling, Mr. Kuhlman's class began discussing the 

production sequence. 

Mr. Kuhlman did not spend a lot oftime covering SPC and SQC because it was the most 

difficult to get the students to understand and it was also the concepts that he understood the 

least. After deciding on a production sequence, the students set up the production line with each 

student in a separate station. With the production of some of the parts during the testing of the 

tooling, each station was preloaded with parts. After all the parts remained, they were placed in 

boxes and set on a shelf, while the students created the assembly fixtures. The students again 

worked on the fixtures individually, with assistance from Mr. Kuhlman or the class when 

needed. Mr. Kuhlman thought the designing and manufacturing of the assembly jigs and fixtures 

went a lot smoother than the production tooling. Mr. Kuhlman was running out of time, so the 

class did not do any sort of time studying on the assembly process. 

While waiting for the rest of the train cars, Mr. Kuhlman began a packaging unit. Mr. 

Kuhlman talked to the students about the packaging industry and gave the students the handout 

on the packaging manger at Stout. Mr. Kuhlman's class had a discussion about the design of 

different packaging in their everyday lives. 
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The students had to design and produce a prototype of their packaging idea. The students 

came up with very creative ideas including a felt stocking with little windows cut in it, so that 

you could view the cars. The package that the students selected was a long box with the cars 

mounted on a track and a little tunnel window, where you could view each car. The students set 

up a little packaging production company. Each student was assigned a task; the students used a 

cardboard template to trace the pieces for the box. The students had discovered that placing tape 

along the edge of the template would help strengthen it, which helped prevent it from bending 

when they traced around it. The students also created tabs on their packaging to make folding 

easier and providing a place for the hot glue to be applied. The train was titled the Panther 

Express and the entire package was spray-painted black and on each car the students had glued 

on the mascot of the school that produced that car. 

After the trains were packaged they were taken to 81. Vincent DePaul's where they were 

auctioned off as a fundraiser for the charity. The local newspaper put an article in the paper 

advertising the auction and highlighting what the students had accomplished. 


